
anisotropically distributed about a nonvertical axis. Most ex-
periments, except the long-refraction shooting, were carried
out along three separate azimuths. Good receiver coverage on
the long-refraction profile made it possible to identify deeply
refracted secondary arrivals, at least two of which became first
arrivals at offsets greater than 13 kilometers.

Seismic field procedures were much more efficient than in
previous seasons because of the large dynamic range and broad
bandwidth of our new University-of-Wisconsin built digital re-

cording system. The new system was used for all seismic re-
cording; it performed to full specification the entire time with no
mechanical or electrical failures.

The field party comprised Shabtaie, Blankenship and
Schultz, and also J. Dallman,J.E. Nyquist, K. C. Taylor, and B.R.
Weertman.

This work was supported by National Science Foundation
grant DPP 81-20332. This is University of Wisconsin,
Geophysical and Polar Research Center contribution 424.

Ice stream dynamics
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As the start of a study of the dynamics of the ice streams
draining from Marie Byrd Land into the Ross Ice Shelf, an Ohio
State University team visited the three sites shown in figure 1.
The ice streams are named "A," "B," "C," etc., from south to
north and they are quickly moving portions of the ice sheet
separated by more nearly stagnant ridges.

The first site is near the center of a straight section of Ice
Stream B that contains fewer crevasses than elsewhere on that
ice stream. According to Rose (1979), ice stream B is normal and
"healthy," and a principal objective is to determine how the
resistance to motion is manifest: by basal drag, by side drag, or
by pushes or pulls in the direction of flow. A strain grid (the left
side of figure 2) was established and it is to be remeasured next
year and interpreted along the lines taken by Whillans and
Johnsen (1983) to determine basal velocity- and drag-variations.
The grid runs parallel to the crevassing marginal to the ice
stream. We presume that the flow is parallel to these margins,
and we are surprised to find that the surface slope in the lower
portion of the grid is about 45° different from this presumed
flow direction (the left side of figure 2). Doppler satellite track-
ing was conducted at each end of the grid, and after repetition
next year, absolute velocities will be available.

The surface topography near our camp on ice stream B is
composed of undulations of wavelength about 30 kilometers (30
ice thicknesses) in the flow direction but only 5-10 kilometers
across flow. Such anisotropy may be associated with the sub-
glacial geology or with ice flow. We suspect that resistance to
flow is concentrated at isolated sticking points, and that the rest
of the ice stream may be freely sliding. This program, together

with the radio-echo sounding program of Sion Shabtaie (Ant-
arctic Journal, this issue) is designed to help address this issue.

Our second camp was on ice stream C. Airborne radar sound-
ing suggested that this area had heavily crevassed margins but
no crevasses were visible. Rose's (1979) interpretation of this is
that ice stream B has pirated the drainage of ice stream C so that
ice stream C slowed and crevasses are no longer forming.
However, relict crevasses now buried in the firn were probably
detected by radar.

Our program on ice stream C (figure 2B) is similar to that on
ice stream B. On ice stream C the surface undulations have
wavelengths on the order of 10 kilometers (ten ice thicknesses)
in both directions. The undulations on inland ice are usually
about three ice thicknesses (Budd and Carter 1971; Whillans
and Johnsen 1983; Whillans et al. 1984) so ice stream C seems to
be closer in flow character to ice stream B than to inland ice but it
is not yet clear how the flow may differ.

The third site is on Siple Dome, which is one of the less active
regions between ice streams. It is widely held that the west
antarctic ice sheet was much thicker 18,000 years ago than
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Figure 1. Location map. Ice flow is top to bottom into the Ross Ice
Shelf. Hatching represents crevassing as detected by airborne radar
by Jankowski and Drewry (1981). Triangles show campsites.
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today. If so, the region of the Siple Dome was overrun by inland
ice. Now, being a dome, it is a local center of outflow. Deep
drilling may one day be able to reach ice stranded in the Siple
Dome region when the ice sheet thinned. This relict ice could be
recognized by the total gas content and stable isotopic ratio
according to the interpretation offered for a possible similar
event in North Greenland (Raynaud and Whillans 1981).

The program at Siple Dome (figure 3) is designed to assess its
suitability for deep drilling. Satellite images lead to the inter-
pretation that the eastern side may have higher accumulation
rates (Zwally and Gloersen 1977) so emphasis was placed on

measuring the distribution of snow accumulation and on deter-
mining whether annual layers can be detected.

Other activities included measurement of firn temperatures
and impregnating firn samples with dimethyl phthalate for
shipment to Columbus for firn-structural analysis.

The field party was composed of Jeffrey DeFreest, Andrea
Donnellan, Michael Strobel, Patricia Vornberger, and Ian
Whillans. We enjoyed full and willing support from both the
civilian and naval elements of the U.S. Antarctic Research Pro-
gram. This work was supported by National Science Founda-
tion grant DPP 81-17235.

Figure 2. (Left) Strain grid on ice stream B. (Right) Strain grid on ice stream C. (Elevations are by barometric altimeter and are not yet tied to a
global datum. The small squares show sites of drilling for long-term accumulation rates.)
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4
Figure 3. Studies on the Siple Dome. Note that scale differs from that
for figure 2.

Preliminary results of Pine Island and
Thwaites Glaciers study
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It has been proposed (Hughes 1981) that the present absence
of ice shelves to buttress the Pine Island and Thwaites Glaciers
might trigger a series of chain reactions which will culminate in
the collapse of the west antarctic ice sheet. Kellogg, Kellogg,
and Anderson (1982) suggest that an ice shelf may have been
present in the area 1,000 years ago. Our study involves a ve-
locity and strain-rate analysis of these glaciers in hopes of deter-
mining their stability. Initially, we planned to obtain data for this
by comparing Landsat imagery of the region taken approx-
imately 10 years apart. Unfortunately, attempts at taking
needed imagery in the 1980's have been unsuccessful because
either cloud cover percentages have been too high, the satellite
has had malfunctions which produced distorted images, or
there has not been stable ground on the image to use as control.
We, therefore, had to obtain velocity data for the Pine Island
and Thwaites Glaciers and strain rates for Pine Island Glacier by
using inferior but necessary alternatives.
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